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A B C O E F 6 H I 

50 William OUTFIELD 19/11/1991 Unknown William OUTFIELD was a 41year old bisexual male w, was unemployed and on a No Not Determined The victim identified as bisexual (had previously stated to his close friend Based on the information about the suspect being bisexual there is no evidence recorded to indicate that there was any 

2 

rfsattlity ,nsmn He lived alone ate Sp Road M,ma° He was 

murdered within his own unit by an unknown person. He was found with severe 

injuries to the back of his head. No persons have been charged for this matter. 

ASHWORTH that he was hom.exual, Mt ASHWORTH stated ding the 

Coronial investigation that he stated he was bisexual and that he used to attend 

dances with women). The suspect NP63 . in the murder was 

identified asbisexual. There was no evidence recorded that there was any 

immutable characteristic differences between the victim and Me suspect. From 

Me information supplier., victim vvas private ,rson and did not 

promote or advertise his sexuality, lifestytt. The date of t, death of the 

victim did not correspond to any known ,IMay or date of significance to the 

victim or victim group. 

co.!, being based on differences ,e to sem. onentatm° This does not mem Mat Me victim was not targeted ,e to 

differences in anothePmmutable characteristic such as disability. It is recorded that the victim was a on a disability pension, 

although the type of disability pension is not disclosed. There is evidence that the vi,im was targeted for being 

outnumbered by another group in the area (defensive hate cr., o but again it appears that the investigators misunderstood 

the meaning of Me prompt. There is no evidence to suggest that the victim was active in promoting his lifestyle and by all 

is he was a very privam person There is no evidence to suggest Mat Me victim date of death was associated vvith a 

holiday or date of significance to any immutable characteristic group. There is no evidence to indicate that kstorical 

animosity existed between groups although this question appears to be misunderstood by t, investigators. 

The following lines of enquiry have not been explored, 

1 Disability of the victim and potential for targeting based on this 

Whether the victim had been targeted previously,. harassment by neighbours or others in his immediate neighbourhood 

due . his group membership 

Any evidence of historical group tensions and whether this may have impacted on the victim targeting 

W  there were any other differences not related to sexual orientation that may be a factor (e.g. race, religion, ,c.) 

It is acknowledged that given Me time between the investigation and Me review that Me ability to follow these lines of 

,qui, may be greatly hampered. 

As the above line of enquiry remain open, no determination can be made as to whether this indicator was present and as 

surf it has been classified as 'Not Determined'. Further enquiries may be able to supply additional information which may 

assist in determining if this indicator existed or not. 

55 Brian WALKER 22/07/1992 John HOKIN Brian WALKER was a 10 year old man who is believed to have been homosexual. 

It 15 not known if he was employed at the time of his murder. He was murdered 

in in, rear yard . the h.m, address of John HOKIN at MBurnett Street, 

ftlerrylands. John HOKIN was a 48 year old heterosexual matt who had met 

WA.. on ,e previous oc,si,. WALKER was located deceased after being 

choked to death by HOKIN, w, ran to the near. Police station to seek aid for 

him. HOKIN was charged with manslaughter however this charge was withdrawn 

by the Director of Public Prosecutions prior to trial due to evidence of self 

defence. 

WALKER made unwanted se.al advances towards HONK which resulted in 

HOKIN asking him to leave his address. WALKER allegedly grabbed a shovel and 

swung it at HOKIN who ducked this attack, before grabbing WALKER from 

behind. A struggle has ensued with WALKER breaking a beer bottle and cutting 

HOKIN several times to Ms stomach area. During the struggle, HOKIN choked 

WALKER until , died of upper cervical injury horn/crush spinal ligament) and 

asphyxiation. HOKIN Immediately ran to M,olands Police station to report t, 

mat.. Asa .mIt he was charged with Manslaughter. These It appears that 

even though the fight started as a result of an unwanted sexual advance from 

WALKER to OKIN, the motive behind this death was self defence, and this is 

backed by the coroner's report and hem the DPP withdrawing all charges. 

VeS Yes It is believed that the victim was gay. The POI was heterosexual and stated that 

he was fearful of gays and that a number of gays had tried to pick him up and 

he was scared , them. 

It is not confirmed that the victim was gay, but based on the information supplied the victim is most likely gay. The POI was 

identified as heterosexual and clearly articulated that he was heterosexual and that he was fearful of gays. The Homosexual 

Advance Defence (HAD) vvas utilised by the POI 

Additional line of enquiries include; 

s Whether there were any other differences not related to sexual orientation that may be a factor (e.g. race, religion, 

disability, etc) 

It is assessed Mat the indicator s present. 
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No No 

L 

There is no evidence. indicate that any bias related comments, 

M 

There is no evidence that am bias motivated comments, written statements or 

N 

No 

0 

No 

P 

Come scene photos and crime scene reports were reviewed with no indication that any bias 
written statements or gestures were made in the inrident gestures vvere made. 

The indicator is not present. 

motivated dravvings marking, symhols or graffiti wpm left at the crime scene No POI has 

been charged and therefore it unknown if the POI had any tattoo's to indicate association 
with a hate group or any bias motivation. 

2 
Yes Yes HOKIN attended Merrylands Police station immediately after the 

death of WALKER and was arrested. He ated in an 
electronically recorded interview whereparticip he openly gave his opinion 

on homosexual persons, stating, "Thft's what frightened me, 
because that frightens me. I don't - I don't - when he started 
touching me, that's when I started getting worried and that's when I 
started watching him... they petrify me, those people frighten me" 
followed by,". all !can say is that I've had those kind of people 
approach me many times in my life. I don't know why because I'm a 
ladies man. I'm an entertainer. You can't he one of those and an 

entertainer because the boss'll have you out.' (ER-60). Whilst HOKIN 
referring to homosexual males as 'those kind of people' and stating 

The POI clearly expressed a bias against gays. T. use of the language "those 
people" and "you can't be one of those" indicate 'othering' another group which 
is an indicator of bias. The. use of the language they petrify MP .05P people 

frighten me." indicates that the victim was anxious around g, and fear/anxiety 
is a motivator for bias motivated beliefs. 

Additional line of enquiries include, 

x Ascertaining the POI's views on homosexuality and how he felt when he was 
approached by gay males. 

This indicator is assessed as being present. 

No No No crime scene photographs or photographs of WALKER were available to view. Statements 
en by Police who attended the scene describe in detail the yard and how WALKER was 

located within it stating.. the body of WALKER was located on his back with his legs 

wrapped around an awning pole, and no visible injuries (ST-371 and ST-372). There is no 
evidence to suggest there were bias related drawings, markings or symbols at the scene from 
the supplied statements. 

'they petrify me' may not have been intended to be 6125 or 
derogatory, these comments do reflect a certain level of bias from 
HOKIN towards homosexuals and in particular WALKER. 

WPC HCTF 
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Q R S T U V 

There is no evidence of bias motivated drawings, markings, symbols or graffiti being left at No No There is evidence to indicate any activity by a hate group. There is no evidence to indicate Not Determined Not Determined 

the crime scene. No POI has been charged and therefore it is unknown if they h. any 

tattoos that would indicate hate group affiliation or any bias motivation. 

It is unknown if any markings or symbols were left in the surrounding area which may 

indicate bias motivation or hate group activity. Given the information recorded it is unlikely 

that there would he any evidence but it is an outstanding line of enquiry. 

It has been assessed that the indicator is not present, but this may change if new 

information was obtained regarding symbology being located in the surrounding area. 

2 

The MO used has not been linked to any hate group or 

activity. 

any activity by a hate group. 

The indicator is assessed as not 

being present. 

There is no evidence to indicate that any drawings, markings, symbols or graffiti were 

present at the crime scene or surrounding area. There is no photograph of the POI so it is 

not known if the POI had any tattoos that would indicate a belief or membership in a hate 

group or other bias motivated ideology. 

The indicator is assessed as not being present. 

No No There is no evidence to indicate that the POI was 

associated with or a member of a hate group. The MO 

was not similar to any known Hate Groups. 

There is no evidence to indicate 

that the POI was associated with 

or a member of a hate group or 

that a hate group was involved in 

the incident. 

The indicator is assessed as not 

being present. 

No No 
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The victim had been assaulted and robbed in his premises 1 month previous to . death by an unidentified The victim had been assaulted and robbed previously after meeting an unknown POI is a known gay bar and bringing him back to his residence. The No 

AA 

Not Determined 

AB 
sessment 

e of We witnesses spoken to indicated mat they 
ma,. The unidentified POI assaulted We victim by standing . and yelling, Wou bastard' before punching level of violence used in tffs offence indicates either a personal or hias motivation or mixture of hoth. There are no other referencs. We victim beliNoneved Wp victim was targeted due to Wp victim 

the victim to the face and knocking him to the ground before kicking the victim to the face, head and 
stomach and stealing $900 from his shirt pocket and it is suspected that the POI stole the victim's house 
keys. On the night of the robbery the victim met We unknown POI at the 'Bottom's Up' bar at the Rex Hotel 
iwhich could be described as a gay venue). There is no evidence to indicate that the victim had received 
threat, harassing mail/phone calls or verbal abuse as a res. of his sexual orientation. There is no evidence 

to suggest that previous bias crimes may have sparked retaliatory violence. 

being targeted for an immutable characteristic including his sexual orientation or disability status. 

The investigators again appeared to have misunderstood the purpose of the prompts. F ' the prompt, 'Victim was visiting a location where previous 
bias crimes had been committed against members of We victim group' Were is nWnforrnaton twnclicate whether the line of enquiry regarding 
individuals being of the gay community being targeted at the 'Bottom's tlff bar (a known gay venue) .s heen explored. Additionally for We prompt, 

'Several incidents occurred in the same area an the victims were members of the same group' thew is no evidence to indicate whether the line of 
enquiry of other hate crimes in the area of the victim's residence or the area of the Rex Hotel have been explored. The presence of hate crimes in the 
vicinity of these IWO areas may indicate targeting of the gay community and/or targeting of the victim. 

being bisexual. 

The investigators have failed to understand the purpose of the prompt, "Recent bias incidents or crimes may have sparked a retaliatory bias crime'. 
This prompt is designed to generate a line of enquiry in relation to a targeted community retaliating against the offending community members. 
There is no information to indicate that the gay community had been targeting any other community for bias crimes and therefore the victim may 

have been targeted for retaliation. 

The following lines of enquiry have not been explored, 

Was there any history of members of the gay community being targeted for robbery or other offences from the 'Bottom's Up' harrt 

* Was there any evidence of bias crimes or incide. occurring in the vicinity of We Rex Hotel or the victim's residence? 
1 Was thew any bias crimes which targeted otheMmmutable characteristics at either location, especially around disability? 

As the above line of enquiries have not be addressed the incident Indicator as been assessed as, ''Not Determined'. 

2 
There were no previous bias motivated incidents at the location. The victim and POI interacted only at the The incident does not appear to be a random targeted attack. Both the victim and POI knew each other. There is no information to indicate if the No No The only witnesses to the incident report no bias 
POI's premises and he was killed at the location. There is no evidence to suggest that the victim had or was POI and Victim had had any previous bias motivated incidents. It is identified that the victim and POI had only met once before the victim was killed. language being used and there was no mention from 
receiving  any threateMng or harassing mail or phone calls. There is no inform, ion to in, wte whether any bi. related incident appened before, during or after the the first meeting We witnes s s tharthey believed We incident was hies 

motivated. 
Although there is no information regarding random incidents that may have occurred in the area or at any other location that may be relevant to the 
case, previous incidents may assist in determining the POI's views on sexual orientation bias crimes. If previous incidents did exist, obtaining the 
POI's view on those incidents may offer an insight in how the POI viewed gay males and whether he supported the use of violence. The POI has 
stated that he had been hit on a number of times by gay males in the past, the victim's response to these advances may be useful in understanding 
the victim's normal response to unwanted approaches and whether the victim's response in this incident was the same or not. 

Additional lines of enquiries include; 

"'Assessing previous bias crimes that may have occurred in the area 
Ascertaining the POI's opinion on any sexual orientation bias crimes that may have occurred in the surrounding area 
Whether the POI had expressed anti-gay sentiments or actions prior to the incident 

This indicatw has been assessed as not being present. 
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AC 

None of the witnesses spoken to indicated that they believed the 

AD 

Not Determined 

AE 

Not Determined 

ESE 

The original investigation focussed on the theory that the victim was targeted by male prostitutes as an easy 

viwins was targeted due to the victim being bisexual. There is no 

Information to indicate whether any of the victims were asked 

about any other immutable characteristics. 

wrget following the robbery 1 month prior to his murder. The theories revolved around either the same POI 

returning to target the victim or nformation was passed to another party who targeted the victim. In 

addition fingerprints located at the crime scene of the first robbery identifiedi APO I as a POI. 

Enquiries indicated thatj j Npp   j jwas bail refused at theme of the murder, however fella,' up by the 

Additional line of enquiries include; Homicide Squad in WID was undertaken, however the results of this follow up is unknown. L NPPj had a 

history of violent robbery offences and was charged for the murder of Gordon MILLS (Investigation No fifi ) 

" The perception of the witnesses in relation to other immutable 

characteristics. 

Witnesses Wentified thatj....19A Iwas bisexual in the investigation of the MU., of MILLS. 

Dlle to no information being available in relation to other 

immutable characteristics the indicators assessed as 'Not 

Determined'. 

2 

The only witnesses to the incident report no bias language being 

used and there is no mention from the witnesses that they believe 

the incident was bias motivated. The witnesses are neighbours to 

the POI. 

Additional lines of enquiries include; 

1 Clarification with the witnesses if they PO1 h. ever expressed anti- 

gay sentiments in the past 

1 Direct questioWng of the witnesses in relation to whether., 

believed it was has motivated or not (being mindful that the 

witnesses may hold wtiff ay biases) 

No Not Determined HOKIN had previously been charged with negligently causing GBH injuries to another person, however there 

are no further details in relation to this incident. As such Police are unable to ascertain in this act had any 

bias related motive attar...There is no evidence to suggest .at HOKIN was a member of or affiliated with 

members of any OHM'S. The circumstances of WALKER'S death are that during the WOW, WALKER and HOKIN 

were drinking, smoking and singing together in the backyard of HOKIN'S address. WALKER made unwanted 

sexual advances towards HOKIN. WALKER made further advances which resulted in HOKIN asking him to 

leave his address. WALKER allegedly grabbed a shovel and swung it at HOKIN who ducked this attack, before 

grabbing WALKER from ',Wind. A struggle has ensued with WALKER breaking a beer bottle and cutting 

HOKIN several times to his stomach area. During the struggle, HOKIN choked WALKER until he died of upper 

cervical injury (torn/crush spinal ligament) and asphyxiation. HK  immedAtely ran to Merrylands Police 

station to report the matter., a result HOKIN was charged with manslaughter. It appears that even though 

the fight started as a result of an unwanted sexual advance f rom WALKER to HOKIN, the motive behind this 

death was self defence, and this is hacked by the coroner's report and from We DPP withdrawing all charges. 

Although additional lines of enquiry have been identified, based on 

the comments of the witnesses and the amount of time that has 

passed since the incident, it has been assessed that this indicator is 

not present. 

N.111 HCTF 
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AG H Al AJ AK AL . 

ve indicator Present - sf 
BE LLAssessment 

No POI has been identified so no assessment of motive can be made. o No The victim at the time of his death was not in an The victim was murdered in his residence. The No 

Me investigators have missed a key aspect of the prompt, ' I he victim was perceived to be breaking from traditional conventions or working non traditional employment'. Me victim by the very 

nature of being bisexual and undertaking homosexual acts would be considered breaking traditional conventions. 

The focus of the review has been on the Gctim's sexual orientation, there appears no examination of the victims from other immutable characteristics perspectives such as disability. The fact that 

the victim was unemployed and on a disaMlity pension is a factor that needs to he explored as hp may have been targeted due tot, perception Mat he was hrpaking traditional conventions Mom 

work. If he was perceived as being fit to work but a 'dole bl Aged he may have been targeted on these grounds. This motivation has not be, adequately explored. 

A review of Investigation 66 (MILM) indicates that Life -A ] was a habitual violent criminal motivated by economic gain and identified as bisexual. There's no evidence to suggest thad NM 

targeted his victims based on sexual orientation. Having said this there is no direct information from I TIMMA2; in relation to his motivation for either the robbery of the victim or the murder of 

ILLS. Even thoughimLMp ) identifies as bisexual, it does not rule out that he targeted members of the gay community. Thencreased chance that victims would not report crimes to police due 

to the stigma of being gay at Me time may be a factor for targeting. There is no information recorded to indicate if Mere was a pattern inim pooAmitargeting of victims. Were his victims primarily 

gy? Where Ms victims targeted at known gay friendly locations. 

Again the male prostitute theories postulated by the original investigators do not supply sufficient information to determine motivation. Again where any offenders targeting gay/bisexual males 

because they were unlikely to report to police. Was there any patterns identified in [heir targeting of victims. The lack of information prevents the indicator being properly assessed. 

Further lines of enquiry include; 

* Interview withi triARTMabout his motivation for his crimes 

* Examination of the victim selection of j LMAK_DI 

As no POI has been identified, and the motivations of the two theories have not been adequately addressed, the assessment of the indicatoMs 'Not Determined'. 

2 

area or location commonly associated with 

members of his group. the night of his murder the 

victim had been out at a restaurant with a friend 

(ASHWORTH). 

location has no significance to the any group. 

The indicator has been assessed as not being present. 

Although the POI clainmd HAD and the finding from the Coronial inquest was self defence the motive of the offendeMs not fully known. The POI openly stated that he was fearful (anxious)of gay 

males. The POI had previously been charged with GBH related offences, although the details are unknown and it is unknown if bias motivation was a factor. Although the information indicates 

that the victim attacked and injured the POI before the POI killed the victim, the lack of information around the POI's beliefs around homosexuality are not cMar. Although the POs action were 

ruled as self defence and the Marge of manslaughter was withdrawn, it is unknown if the the actions of the POI were more aggressive than he would have taken if the victim had a) not made a 

sexual advance towards the POI and b) if the victim was a heterosexual male. 

Additional lines of enquiry include; 

. Ascertaining the level of anxiety (fear) of gay males the POI had 

Determining if the previous GBH charge against the POI had any bias motivation 

* BetermiMng if the POI's only choice was to kill the victim or if he acted more aggressively than normal because the victim was gay. 

Brie to the motive of the POI not being fully explored the indicator has been assessed as 'Not Determined'. 

No No The location of the incident was the private 

residence of the POI. The POI was openly fearful of 

gay males and is unlikely !Hal the premise, were 

frequented by gay males. The location has no 

significance to the gay community. 

The location of the incident was the private residence 

of the POI. The POI was openly fearful of gay males 

and is unlikely that Me premises vvere frequented by 

gay males. The location has no significance to the gay 

community. 

The indicator s assessed as not being present. 

No 

HCTF 
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AM 

N. Determined 

AN 

The victim is believed . ha. had $150 on his person the night he 

AU 

The amount of money on the victim and the 

AP 

es 

AO 

Yes 

AR 

The injuries sustained by the victim were described 

AS 

If the purpose of the crime was robbery, the level of violence used clearly 

AT 

Insufficient Information 
was murdered Tgs money was not located and galley. taken by 
his murderer.) month prior tohis murder the victim was 
assaulted  and robbed by an unknown POI. The suspect for this 
robbery I— D1PD3 i) had a history of violence and economically 
motivated crimes. The theories of the original investigator 
revolved around an economic crime vvith victim being targeted by 

male prostitutes. 

whereabouts of any property is unknown. As no POI 

has been identified the motive of the murdegs 
unknown and cannot he assessed, as such the 
indicator is assessed 25 'Not Determined'. 

as severe by the pathologist that conducted .epost 

mortern I he victim suffered multiple injuries to 
head, causing severe damage to his skull. The 
weapon used was identified as a cast iron sticky tap 
dispenser. The PODS are unknown and so it cannot 
be determined the number of offenders involved 

is excessive and indicates some level of rage/aggression The weapon 

used was a weapon of opportunity with a heavy cast Iron sticky tape 
dispenser being us.. It is unknown if the the POI was alone. If the POI 
was not alone it us unknown if the other offenders took part in the crime. 
Given the information available it has been assessed that the indicatows 
present 

2 
No During the night, WALKER and HOKIN were drinking, smoking and 

singing together in the backyard of HOKIN'S address. WALKER 
made unwanted sexual advances towards HOKN, with HOKIN 

stating, "then the discussion became a little offensive as far as I 
was concerned. It sounded like he was talking in a manner about 
sexual behaviour that I didn't prefer and he touched me a few 
times on the leg and on the shoulder and I tried to ignore that as 
peace- passively as I could because he had a quite a bit to drink" 
(ER-60). WALKER made further advances which resulted in HOKIN 
asking him to leave bus address. WALKER allegedly grabbed a 

shevel and swung it at HOKIN who ducked this attack, before 
grabbing WALKER from behind. A struggle has ensued with 
WALKER breaking a beer bottle and cutting HOKIN several times 
to his stomach area. During the struggle, HOKIN choked WALKER 
until he died of upper cervical injury (torn/crush spinal ligament) 

and asphyxiation (EX-6). HOKIN immediately ran to Merrylands 
Police station to report the matter. As a result he was charged 
with Manslaughter. It appears that even though the fight started 
as a result of an unwanted sexual advance from WALKER to 

The Coronial inquest determined that the actions of 
the POI were self defence following an unprovoked 
assault hy the victim, subsequently Me DPP withdrew 

the charge of manslaughter. Based on the 
information supplied, the actions of the POI were in 
the defence of his life. There is no evideilce to 
indicate that the POI intended to kill the victim, based 
on any other motive, such a economic, personal or 
solely bias motivations. 

The question still remains as to whether the actions of 
the POI where more aggressive due to his anxiety 
(fear) of gay males. Despite this outstanding 
question, there is no evidence to indicate that the POI 
intended to kill the POI because of hissexuality (the 

actions of the POI -running to the local poke station 
support that he had no intention of killing the 
Actin.. as such the indicatoMs assessed as not 
being present. 

No Not Determined During the struggle which ultimately led to the death 
of WALKER, HOKIN choked WALKER from behind 
until hp died of upper cervical injury (torn/crush 

spinal ligament) and asphyxiation (EX 6). These 
injuries would not be considered excessive given the 
circumstances. WALKER attempted t0 hit HOKIN over 
the head with a shovel and slashed him several times 
with a broken glass bottle. The matter was dropped 
under the premise of self defence. There was no 
weapon used and the victim and the POI were the 

only people present. 

Based on the available information it is not able to be determined 
whether the POI used a higher level of violence that he would normally 
have applied The ,Ile of the vgtims fear of gays is unresolved. If the 

POI truly had phobic scale levels of homophobia it is within the realms of 
possibilities that the POI may have used excessive force (without 
conscious thought) in subduing the victim. It g without doubt that the 
victim was the primary aggressor, with the victim attacking the POI after 
his advances were rejected and he was asked to leave the PCPs premises. 
The actions of the POI would he self defence up to the point that the 
victim was no longer a threat, the issue of the level of fear the POI felt 

towards gay then becomes the determining factor as to whether excessive 
Aolence was used. The inteN hangeabi lity rule become a crucial question, 
would the same outcome have occurred if the victim had been a 
heterosexual reale. No weapons of opportunity were utilised in the 
incident. Only the victim and POI were present. 

Further lines of enquiry identified include; 

' Determining the level of anxiety (fear) the POI felt towards gay males 

Not Bias Crime 

OKIN, the motive behind this death was self defence, and this is 

backed by the coroner's report and from the DPP withdrawing all 
charges. 

As the issue of anxiety (fear) towards gay males has not been gig 
addressed the assessment of the Indicator is that it is 'Not Determined'. 

HCTF 
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AU

William lames DOTHELD, aged 41 years, was a bisexual male..UMIELD was close friends with retired lecturer Arthur ASHWORTH, aged 76 years. ASHWORTH stated, "I Additional lines of enquiry identified are, Insufficient Information The primary reason for assessing the murder of DLITFIELD as insufficient information is no POI has 

found out that Billy's father had died when M was about 14 years old and became a father figure to him. thring Ms time Billy confided in MP that he was a homosexual " been identified The primary identifier. ...motivated crimes revolves around offender 

Later, in his evidence at the Coronial Enquiry into DO I FIELD'S death, ASHWOR1H stated that ..MELD was actually bisexual, rather than homosexual. "Billy did tell me at c Disability of the victim and potential for targeting based on this motivation and without knowing the identity of the POI the motivation cannot be determined and is 

the time that he was homosexual but later on he told me he was bisexual and when he stayed with me and since my stroke at Randwick !found he went to so ma, dances 

and enjoyed women and he said he wasn't homosexual M was bisexual." On the 19 November 1991, DOTHELD and ASHWORTH had been out to dinner at a nearby 

II Whether .e victim had been targeted previously,. harassment by neighbours or 

others in his immediate neighbourhood due to his group membership 

open to hypothesis. 

restaurant in Mosman. DLITFIELD and ASHWORTH returned to ...FIELD'S unit about Rpm that evening. ASHWORTH left about 9pm, returning to his residence at the . Any evidence of historical group tensions and whether this may have impacted on It is noted that the investigators (both the original and S/E PARR/ABELL) are focusing on economic 

nearby Garriao,Rmirement Village About lOpm the same evening a neighbour of MIT FIELD'AI IR. 'Aboard a verbal argument from MITFELDS unit follow. hy the vgtim targeting motivation and hypothesising that. it was likely. he economically motivated it could not be bias 

is n se ancIDDITIELD wasn't located until the 20 Nvember, by ASHWORTH who attended Du-FIELD'S unit to check on his welfare. loud thud.! 56  jd° not act on th nose * Was there a, history of members of the gay community being targeted for robbery motivated. Given IM information wadable pi, it is the o n Biion of the as Crimes Ugt that although it 

ASHWORTH opened the front door and entered the unit and stated, "I saw Billy lying face clown on the lounge chair with his head all bleeding. The blinds were dosed and I or other offences from the 'Bottom's Op' baa is likely that the incident is not wholly motivated by sexual orientation bias, target selection 

went over and opened them up for some light. I saw the back of his head and it looked as though it had been bashed in." ASHWORTH was excluded as a suspect in relation k Was there any evidence of bias crimes ortncidents occurring in the vicinity of the focussing on a member of the gay community may be a partial motivating factor. The likelihood that 

to the murder of DOMELD. In 2010, a male person named. N° Was identified as a suspect in relation to the murder of ERITHELD.I NP63 I fingerprints 

were identified on a cigarette packet left behind at MITFIELDS unit, after he was robbed on .e 16 October 1991.j NMMhas an extensive criminal record including the 

Rev Hotel or the victim's residence, 

II Was there any bias crimes which targeted other immutable characteristics at either 

victim's of economically motivated crimes who are members of the LGRTIcommunity were unlikely 

to report the crime to police for multiple reasons, include the social stigma associated with being gay 

murder of Gordon MILLS in 1994.TM.g. however appeared to have been hail refused at the tme.1 RPRn avas known to frequent numerous pubs and clubs in the 

Sydney and Kings Cross area and was identified as a bisexual male by witnesses in the murder of MLLS. The location of NAG; I fingerprints which were found inside the 

ugt of OUTFIELD, supports to some extent the theory behind the suspect profile nominated by the initial investigations officer in charge, Detective Sergeant O'TOOLE. 

location, especially around disability, 

. The perception of the witnesses in relation to othertmmutable characteristics. 

*Interview withI NRRMS about his motivation for his crgnes 

at the time, may have made the victim selection based on sexual orientation. This theory can only 

be determined through identifying the POI and ascertaining his motivation. 

Detective Sergeant O'TOOLE stated in the Coronial Enquiry, "There are a number of theories which 'd like to expound to you your Worship in regard to this. We believe 

that it's possible .at there is a person, or a number of persons, who are most probably male prostitutes, who are also most probably,. addicts from the Kings Cross 

area that prey upon these ,ople." Significant investigation was conducted focussing on male prostitutes from the Kings Cross area but failed to identify any of the 

offenders. The level of violence and injuries sustained by DLITFIELD are far greater than would he expected fora crime of this type. In his evidence to the Coroner, 

Pathologist, Dr. MIFLOO described the thud. to DOTHELD as 'severe.' Coroner ABERNATHY stated, "I think Detective Sergeant O'Toole's theory is a likely one, that he was 

bashed -well that M invited someone home and there was effect some sort of rip-off, probably for money." It appears unlikely that sexuality or other bias was involved in 

the death of William DILTFIELD and it is most likely that the motive for assaulting DOMIELD was robbery related however this cannot be confirmed. 

k Examination of the victim selection ofd NP63 I Additionally although S/E PARRMELL is reviewing suspected gay related murders, the possibility .at 

other mmutable characteristics, such as disability have not been explored. It is documented that 

the victim was on a disability pension. There is a posMility .at the victim was ether target. 

prirnarily for his disability or as a result of both his sexual orientation and disability. There is 

inEllfficient information recorded about the victim's disability to adequately identify if his disability 

was a motivating factor. 

Based on the information supplied there is insufficient information to determine if the murder of 

DUTFIELD was bias motivated. 

2 

Brian WALKER was likely to be a homosexual male. WALKER had been making advances towards., HOKIN on the night he died. HOKIN purported himself to he a 

heterosexual male, clairning to be frighted by homosexual males, stating during record of interview, "they petrify me, those people frighten rne." HOKIN explained to 

Detectives  Seg.ant RUPP, " .he [WALKER] iust come onto me he kept touching my leg and 'm not like that! like women." HOKIN had only met WALKER two evenings prior 

Additional lines of enquiry identified include, 

* Whether .ee were any other differences not related to sexual orientation that 

Insufficient Information Although the actions of the POI can be seen clearly as self defence following .e unprovoked assault 

by the victim after gs sexual advances were rejected and he was asked to leave the POI's premises, 

the question remains as to whither the level of force used by they .im was excessive The basis for 

whilst they were drinking together. On the night of HOMMS death, this was only the second time they had met. No evidence suggests animosity between the pair prior to may be a factor (e.g. race, religion, dim bgty, etc) this concerns lies in the DOB's statements around his anxiety (fear) of homosertak. If the POI had a 

WALKER'S advances upon HOKIN. The circumstances of WALKER'S death are that during the night WALKER and HOKIN were drinking, smoking and singing together in the *Ascertaining t, PCPs views on homosexuality and how , felt when , vvas true phobic scale response to the victim, he may have either consciously or unconsciously applied 

backyard of HOKIN'S address. WALKER made unwanted sexual advances towards HOKIN. WALK. made further advances which result. in HOKIN asking film to leave his approached by gay males greater force to the victim based on his anxiety (Mar), J./irth he would not have applied to individual 

address. W R allegedly grabbed a shovel and swung it at HOKIN who ducked this attack, before grabbing WALKER from behind. A struggle has ensued with WALKER 

breaking a beer bottle and cutting HOKIN several tiniest° his stomach area. During the struggle, HOKIN choked WALKER until he died of uppemervical injury (torn/crush 

k Assessing previous bias crimes that may have occurred in the area 

II Ascertaining the PCPs opinion on any sexual orientation bias crimes that may have 

who was not gay. 

spinal ligament) and asphyxiation. HOKIN immediately ran to Merrtlands Police station to report the matter. As

iv 

a result HOKIN was charged with manslaughter. It appears occurred in the surrounding area Even if it was determined that the victim used greater force than he would normally use, it would 

that even though the fight started as a result of an unwanted sexual advance from WALKER to HOKIN, the mote behind this death was self defence, and this is hacked by * Whether the POI had expressed anti-gay sentiments or actions prior to the incident not automafically determine that the incident was bias motivated. Bias motivation is a conscious 

the coroner's report and from the DPP withdrawing all charges. . Cldnficati on with the witnesses if they POI had ever express. anti-gay sentiments 

in the past 

II Direct questioning of the witnesses in relation to whether they believed it was bias 

motivated or not (being mindful that the witnesses may hold anti-gay biases) 

Ascertaining the level of anxiety (fear) of gay males the POI had 

* Determining if the previous GBH charge against the POI had any bias motivation 

* Determining if the PM's only choice was to kill the victim or if he acted more 

aggressively than normal because the victim was gay 

thought, even though the basis for the bias is generally unconscious thought process, that is the POI 

intentionally targets an individual because of their biases. lithe POI unconsciously used greater 

force, then the incident would be determined to he a Not Bids Crime, however as the level of anxiety 

(fear) of gays the POl h. is unknown, the incident is unable to de classified. If the POI ,d subdued 

the victim but consciously decided to continue inflicting damage on the victim because he 

rationalised the victim was a lesser being because of his sexual orientation then t, inddent was a 

bias crime. 

II Determining the level of anxiety (fear) the POI felt towards gay males Whilst this assessment may be controversial and may be seen by some to be splitting hairs, the 

question of the level of anxiety (fear) the POI ad is an important question that needs to be 

effectively answered for the outcome to be as transparent and impartial as PO. ble. 
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There appearsto a lack of understanding of the indica.rs by investigators. ) n indicator (1) Differences twice a failure to understand the prompts has been exhibited. The first occasion is 
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the prompt 'Vicim is a member of group outnumbered by members of another group in Me area vv.. , Me incident occurred. The investigators appear...lie. that this relates to 

the victim being a member of a group such as a social or sports group. I he purpose of this prompt is to ascertain if the victim is a single or small group member of an immutable 

characteristic group e.g. was he the only gay/bisexual male in the area. The next prompt identified was, 'Historical animosity exists between the victim's group and the POI's group'. This 
prompt is designed to raise questions about hostility based on group identities not individual conflict as highlighted by the investigators and whether the incident was a result of ongoing 
historical disputes e.g. conflict by Serbs and Croats or Shia and Sunni or a history. hatred based on sexual orientation 

In indicator lth Previous Existence of Bias Incidents the investigators have misunderstood the prompts. The prompt Dithirn was visiting a location where previous bias crimes had been 
commit., against members of the victim group' there is no information to indicate whether the line of enquiry regarding individuals being of the gay community being targeted at the 
'Bottom's Hth bar (a known gay venue) has been explored. Additionally for the prompt, 'Several incidents occurred in the same area and the victims were members . the same group' 
there is no evidence to indicate whether the line of enquiry of other hate crimes in the area of the victim's residence or the area of the Rex Hotel have been explored. The presence of hate 
crimes in the vicinity of these two areas may indicate targeting of the gay community and/or targeting of the victim. In the prompt, "Recent bias incidents or crimes may have sparked a 
retaliatory bias crime'. This prompt is designed to generate a line of enquiry in relation toe targeted community retaliating against the offending community members. 

T. indicators appear to have been used a check list by the investigators. The indicators are designed as aide memoir to prompt . a her questioning and lines ofenquiry nota check list. 
The investigators appear to have limited their line of enquiries to the prompts, which is the Inherent danger of using the indicators as a checklist. The prompts listed are key prompts but 
are not the be all and end all of line of enquiries. Use of the indicators as a checklist is likely to limit the scope of the investigation and negatively impact on results. 

The assessment appears to have only focussed on sexual orientation and has not taken into account Me possibility of another immutable characteristic being targeted or multiple 

immutable characteristics being targeted (in..ectionality). The km, nature of the thinking that the motivation must be either sexual orientation related will lima the scope any line of 
enquiries. Although the review is focussed on alleged gay hate murders, to effectively prove/disapprove sexual orientation as a bias motivation all possible bias motivations need to be 
considered and the victim needs to be seen through I. lens of being more than a gm man. 

2 
There appears to a lack of understanding of the indicators by investigators. In indicator (1) Differences twice a failure to understand the prompts has been exhibited. The first occasion is 
the prompt 'Victim is a member of group outnumbered by members of another group in .e area where Me incident occurred'. The investigators appeared to believe that this relates to 
the victim being a member of a group such as a smal o. sports group. The purpose of this prompt is to ascertain if Me victim is a single or small group member of an immutable 

chamfferistic group 1 . was he the only gay/bisexual male in the area. The next prompt identified was, 'Historical animosity extorts between the victim's group and the POI's group'. This 
prompt is designed to raise questions about hostility based on group identities not individual conflict as highlighted by the investigators and whether the incident was a result of ongoing 
historical disputes e.g. conflict by Serbs and Croats .612. and Sunni or a history of hatred based . sexual orientation. 

misunderstanding of the prompt 'Several incidents occurred in the same area and the victims were from the same group' in the (5) Previous Existence of Sias Crime Incidents indicator. 
The investigators appear., believe that this prompt relates to social groups, not victim group. 

The indicators appear to have been used a check list by the investigators. The indicato1 are designed as aide memoir to prompt further questioning and lines of enquiry not a check list. 
T. investigators appear to have limited their line of enquiries to the prompts, which is the inherent danger . using the indicators as a checklist. The prompts listed are key prompts but 
are not the he all and end all of line of enquiries. Use of the indicators as a checklist is likely to limit the scope of the investigation and negatively impact on results. 

The assessment appears to have only focussed on sexual orientation and has not taken into account Me possibility of another immutable characteristic being targeted or multiple 

immusable characteristics being taffeted (inte.ectionality). The binary nature of the thinking that the motivation muff be either sexual orientation related will lima the scope any line of 
enquiries. Although the review is focussed on alleged gay hate murders, to effectively prove/disapprove sexual 10 021 1 0100020vation ff I possible bias motivations need to be 
considered and the victim needs to be seen through the lens of being more than a gay man. 
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